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Interviewer enter before starting
W5DAY: Day of interview 1-31
W5MONTH: Months of interview 1-12
W5YEAR: Year of interview 2004-2006
YEAR6: interim year between W4 and W5
year4: same as W4year if W4year missing.
Start interview
INTRO:
Since it has been a couple of years since we interviewed
you, I'd like to remind you about a few things. I am going to
read you questions exactly as they are worded so that every
respondent in the survey is answering the same questions.
Take your time to think about your answers. There are no right
or wrong answers and we are not passing judgment on
anything you say. We want to get the most accurate answers
you can give us. If at anytime during the interview you are not
clear about what is wanted, be sure to ask me.
When we are done with the interview, we will take a break
before you do the skills tests. Remember, you are the expert
on your own life and we want to learn from you. All
information you give me will be anonymous, not connected
to your name in any way. Any Questions?
LA5STIME:
As a point of reference for this interview, we last interviewed
you on since ~getvar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of
~getvar(YEARLASTINT)~. Thanks for keeping in touch
with us since then.

IF(GETVAR(W4FLAG)=1)

No_W4
Some questions might refer to the past two years only and for
some questions we might ask you to think back through all
IF(GETVAR(W4FLAG)=0)
time since ~getvar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of
~getvar(YEARLASTINT)~ . Thanks for getting back in touch
with us!
1

MONTH:
The computer lost your answers to a few questions we asked If W1DATA =1 GOTO
the first time we interviewed you, so before we get started I'm HH5SAME
going to review these questions.
In what month were you born?

2

Day :
and what is your birth day?

3

Year
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What year were you born in?
AGEW1
setrp(agew1 = eval(1998-(getresp(YEAR))))
4

USA:
In what country were you born?

5

FIRSTLAN:
What was the first language you learned to speak?
1 English
2 Spanish
3 Other

6

OTHERLANG
Specify which language was the first learned.

7

MOED:
How many years of education did your mother/female
guardian complete?
01 Less than sixth
06 sixth
07 seventh
08 eighth
09 ninth
10 sophomore
11 junior
12 Did not graduate from high school
13 Got a GED
14 Graduated from high school
15 two year or vocational school
16 some college
17 college graduate
18 Post graduate
19 DK

8

MOOCC:
What was your mother/female guardian's main job?
See code book
999 DK

9

FAED:
How many years of education did your father/male guardian
complete?
01 Less than sixth
06 sixth
07 seventh
08 eighth
09 ninth
10 sophomore
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hidden

if(getresp(Firstlan)=3)

4

11 junior
12 Did not graduate from high school
13 Got a GED
14 Graduated from high school
15 two year or vocational school
16 some college
17 college graduate
18 Post graduate
19 DK
10

FAOCC:
What was your father/male guardians main job?
See code book
999 DK

11

SPCED:
When you were in school, did you take any special education
classes?
0 NO
1 YES
99 DK

12

RPTGRD:
When you were in school, did you repeat any grades?
0 NO
1 YES
99 DK

13

GRDCOMP:
What is the highest grade or year of school you completed?
(If R went to school outside the US, probe for equivalent.)
Specify grade 1-12 _____

14

GRDATTND:
Did you attend (GRDCOMP+1) grade?
0 No
1 Yes

15

AGELEFT:
How old were you when you left school?

16

SCHLSAT:
Think about your overall experience of school from first grade
to when you left. Would you say your experience was very
negative, somewhat negative, neutral, somewhat positive, or
very positive?

17
REASONLEFT:
What was the main reason you left school?
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Ask open ended and then code. If R
needs prompting READ ALL. This
refers to the reasons R was aware if
at the time. Code "other school

5

reason" 10; "other family reason"
20; "other work reason" 30; "any
other reason" 40
18

OTHERRS
Note other reason

19

Schlhealth
Many people had problems that got in the way of their
learning when they were young. Did you now have any of
these problems that got in the way of your learning?

20

GENDER: Interviewer note gender:
1 Female
0 Male

21

RACE:
(Mark all that apply)
I am going to read six categories of race or ethnicity.
Please pick one or more that applies to you.
What is your race or ethnicity, are you?
1
White
2
American Indian or Alaska Native
3
Asian
4
Black or African American
5
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
6

Hispanic or Latino?

22

GEDb4:
Had you taken any courses to prepare for a GED or improve
your basic skills after you left school when you were
~(getResp(AGELEFT)~ and when we first interviewed you
when you were ~(getResp(agew1)~?
0 No
1 Yes
99 DK

23

gedb4when
What year was that when you first went to such a program?

24

GEDCRNT
When we first interviewed you in 1988, were you in a class or
program to improve your reading, writing or math skills or
study for a GED?
0 No
1 Yes
99 DK

25

GEDWEEKS:
How many weeks, total would you say you participated in a
course or program to improve your reading, writing or math
skills or study for a GED before our first interview?
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This must be before October 1988
IF(GETRESP(GEDB4)=1)

6

26

GEDATTEMPTS:
How many courses did you go to or attempt in that time?

IF(GETRESP(GEDB4)=1) OR
IF(GETRESP(GEDCRNT)=1)

Shortattempt
setRp(SHORTATTEMPT=1)

IF(GETRESP(GEDATTEMPT)=1
)
AND
IF(GETRESP(GEDWEEKS)<8)

TELLMORENOW1
Please tell me a little more about what happened that you
chose not to continue.

If (SHORTATTEMPT=1)
Probes: logistical problems? Class
not at the right level - too hard or
too easy? Other priorities? Get
specifics--------

27
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THATSALL:
Thanks, now we can go on to the current
survey questions.

IF W4FLAG = 0 GOTO HH5FOLK
28

HH5SAME:
Last time we interviewed you, you were living with
~getVar(HH4NAME1), getVar(HH4NAME2),
getVar(HH4NAME3), getVar(HH4NAME4),
getVar(HH4NAME5), getVar(HH4NAME6),
IF(GetVAR(W4FLAG)=1)
getVar(HH4NAME7), getVar(HH4NAME8),
getVar(HH4NAME9)~. Is the household still the
same?
0 No
1 Yes
HH5SAME_B
copyrp(HH5FOLK = HH4FOLK)
copyrp(HH5NAME1 = HH4NAME1)
copyrp(HH5NAME2 = HH4NAME2)
copyrp(HH5NAME3 = HH4NAME3)
copyrp(HH5NAME4 = HH4NAME4)
copyrp(HH5NAME5 = HH4NAME5)
copyrp(HH5NAME6 = HH4NAME6)
copyrp(HH5NAME7 = HH4NAME7)
copyrp(HH5NAME8 = HH4NAME8)
copyrp(HH5NAME9 = HH4NAME9)
copyrp(AL5ONE = AL4ONE)
copyrp(HH5SIZE= HH4SIZE)
copyrp(HH5UNDER8= HH4UNDR8)
copyrp(HH5SCHAGE= HH4OVR4)
copyrp(HH5TNHS= HH4TNHS)
copyrp(HH5DEPCHILD= HH4DEPCHILD)

29

HH5FOLK:
How many people do you live with in your current If HH5SAME =1 GOTO HH5UNDER8
If HH5SAME = 0 or W4FLAG = 0
household not including yourself?
NUM
HH5SIZE
set HH5SIZE =HH5FOLK +1

30

If HH5SAME =1

AL5ONE:
Do you live alone?
0 No
1 Yes

IF(getResp(HH5SAME)=0)
IF(getResp(HH5SAME)=1)
goto(tempnode2)
IF(GETRESP(HH5SAME)=1) GOTO
HH5UNDER8
If HH5FOLK = 0

HH5NAME:
If getResp(AL5ONE)=1 GOTO
So we can refer to them later, we need to get the
OU5TOR IF(GETRESP(HH5FOLK) > 0)
first name(s) of the people who you are living with
* Loop through NUM of HH5FOLK.
now.
31

32

HH5NAME1-9:
What is the first persons name?

IF MARRIED OR PARTNERED, GET
THIS PERSON FIRST

HH5RELA1-9:
What is \ HH5NAME1-9 's relationship to you?
Wave
5 version
5 corrected
for program fixes 5/23/2007
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1. spouse
or domestic
partner
2. mother
3. father
II: Do not read answers, code reply.

33

HL5ASTYR 1-9:
Did ~GetResp(HH5NAME1-9)~
live with you when we interviewed you last time?
0 No
1 Yes

34 HH5AGE1-9
How old is
~GetResp(HH5NAME1-9)~?

IF(GETRESP(HH5RELA1)=6)
II: If less than one year old, put 1.

Set HH5UNDER81-9 =1

IF(GETRESP(HH5AGE1)<8)

Set HH5SCHAGE1-9=1

IF(GETRESP(HH5AGE1-9)>5)

Set TE5EN12-9 =

IF(GETRESP(HH4AGE1)>14)

SET(HH5UNDER8) = HH5UNDER81+HH5UNDER82+HH5UNDER83
+HH5UNDER84+HH5UNDER85+HH5UNDER86
+HH5UNDER87+HH5UNDER88+HH5UNDER89)
VAr label HH5UNDER8 “number of dependent children under age 8.
set HH5SCHAGE= (HH5SCHAGE1+HH5SCHAGE2+HH5SCHAGE3+HH5SCHAGE4
+HH5SCHAGE5+HH5SCHAGE6+HH5SCHAGE7
+HH5SCHAGE8+HH5SCHAGE9)
VAr label HH5SCHAGE “number of school age dependent children”.
SET HH5TNHS =(TE5EN1+TE5EN2+TE5EN3+TE5EN4+TE5EN5+TE5EN6+TE5EN7
+TE5EN8+TE5EN9)
VAr label HH5TNHS “number of teenage dependent children”.

HH5UNDER8
Total number of children in
household under 8
HH5SCHAGE
Total number of school age
children in household
HH5DEPCHILD
Set HH5DEPCHILD=1
VAr label HH5DEPCHILD
“has dependent child”.
35 PR5SCHOO:
Are any of your children in
preschool?
read responses and select best
one.
0 no
1 Kindergarten

SETrp(HH5UNDER8 =
eval(GETresp(HH5UNDER81)+GETresp(HH5UNDER82)+GETresp(HH5UN

setRp(HH5SCHAGE=eval(getResp(HH5SCHAGE1)+getResp(HH5SCHAGE
A
If (getResp(HH5UNDER8 >0)
If (getResp(HH5SCHAGE >0)
OR

If HH5UNDER8 >0
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2 Head start
3 Day care
4 other

Hh5TNHS total number of teenagers
(age 14-20)

3 TEENQUEST “verify number of teens”
6 I show that you have \HH5TNHS high school age children. Is that right? I am going to ask a few questions about
Enter the correct number of high school aged (age 15- 21) children
copy HH5TNHS = TEENQUEST
If hh5tnhs = 0 or TEENQUEST =0 go to HH5SPED
3 TE5ENHS1-9: Did (insert name) graduate from high school since MONTHLASTINT of YEARLASTINT?
7 0 No- dropped out
1 Got GED
2 graduated high school
3 Still in regular high school
4 in alternative school
99 DK
3 TE5ENAB1-9:
8 Did they participate in a basic education, literacy or GED preparation class since \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR?
0 No
1 Yes
DK
3 HH5SPED:
9 How many years of education did your (spouse partner) complete?
01 Less then six
06 Six
07 Seventh
08 Eight
09 Ninth
10. Sophomore
11. Junior
12. Did not graduate frohm high school
13. Got a GED
14. Graduated from high school
15. Two-years or vocational school
16. Some college
17. College graduate
18. DK
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4
0 HH5SPOCC:
Enter Spouses occupation Code from card
4 OU5TOR:
1 I: Do not count vacation time.
Have you lived out of Oregon since MONTHLASTINT of YEARLASTINT
0 No
1 Yes
4 GO5NLONG:
2 How many months were you NOT
living in Oregon since
MONTHLASTINT of
YEARLASTINT?
GO5NLONM ______Months

IF OU5TOR(1)
I: Do not count vacation time. If one week enter .25, if 2 weeks enter .5 i

4 MA5NYMOV
3 Since ~getVar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of
~getVar(YEARLASTINT)~, how many
times have you moved?
4 OW5NHOME:
4 Do you own or rent your home?
1. Own
2. rent
3. Don't pay for housing
4. Institutionalized
5. Other
4 TR5ANSPOR:
5 What is your primary mode of
transportation?
I: Code 1 if R owns a motorized vehicle
i.e. car, truck, motorcycle. If not, code
primary mode.
1.
Own a car
2.
Have use of a car
3.
Public transportation
4.
Other (walking, bicycle,
etc)
5.
NA
4 MA5NYMOV:
6 Since ~getVar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of
*All.
~getVar(YEARLASTINT)~,, how
many times have you moved?
NUM
4 HL5THRT: Overall, how would you
Wave 5 version 5 corrected for program fixes 5/23/2007
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7 rate your health. Let's use this scale:
1. Excellent
2. Very good
3. Good
4. Fair
5. Poor
IF(GETVAR(W4FLAG)=1) GOTO(EM5PLOY1)
SETW4YEAR
If getvar(w4flag)=0
Setrp
Getting retrospective if missed w4
(W4YEAR=eval(getResp(W5year)-2))
4 EM5PLOYprew4:
8 Now we are going to talk about your
work experience. How many jobs did
you have between
~getVar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of
~getVar(YEARLASTINT)~ and
~getVar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of
~getResp(W4YEAR)~

IF(getvar(w4flag)=1) goto(EM5PLOY1)

4 EM5UNEMW4:
9 Between ~getVar(MONTHLASTINT)~
of ~getVar(YEARLASTINT)~ and
~getVar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of
~getResp(W4YEAR)~did you
experience any periods of
unemployment?
How many weeks?
5 EM5ploye2
0 Were you working in
~getVar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of
~getResp(W4YEAR)~?
0. No
1. Unpaid work in a family business
more than 14 hours weekly
2. Working for someone else
3. Self employed
4. Both self employed or family
business & working for someone else.

IF(GETVAR(EM4PLOYED)=0)
IF(GETVAR(EM4PLOYED)="")
iF (GETVAR(EM4PLOYED) Null
SET EM4PLOYED = EM5ploye2

5 EM5jobW4
1 What kind of job did you have at that
time?

IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYE2)>0)

JB4NOW
copyRP(JB4NOW= EM5jobW4)
IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYE2)>0)

IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYE2)=2)
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SETRP(JB4NOW=GETRESP(EM5JO
BW4))
IF(GETvar(w4flag)=1)
copyrp(JB4NOW=getvar(jb4now))
Em5PLOY1
Now we are going to talk about your
work or how you spend your time
currently.
5 WK524MO
2 How many months did you work during
the past 24 months (2 years)?
WE5KSNOT:
calculated (104- WK524MO)
5 WK512MOV
3 So you DID NOT work for about
~getresp(WE5KSNOT) ~weeks?
5 WK5UNemp
4 Of the weeks you were not employed,
what were you doing?
1 Looking for work
2 In school or training
3 Keeping house/caring for children
4 Caring for elderly or sick adults
5 Retired
6 Volunteering
7 Vacation
8 Ill or disabled
9 Doing something else

If wrong, use pull down menu to go to WK524MO and correct

IF(GETRESP(WE5KSNOT)=0 GOTO EM5PLOYD
Read all and code all that apply.---Hold down CONTROL key to mark more than one.

5 EM5PLOYD:
5 Are you currently employed?
0 No
1 Working for someone else
2 Self employed (includes family
business)
3 Both self employed & working for
someone else.

In a job that pays money. Prompt for self employed: Are you working for

5 WA5NTWORK:
6 Do you want to be working?
0 No
1 Yes
99 DK

If EM5PLOYD = 0

5 SE5LFEMP:
7 Is your self employment your primary

If EM5PLOYD = 0 and EM4PLOYD >0
GOTO JO5BENDM
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source of income?
0 No
1 Yes

IF((GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)=0)&
(GETVAR(EM4PLOYD)=0)) GOTO(MO5REJBS) IF(GETRESP(EM5

5 WK5WRK:
8 Do you work:
1. Full time, that is 35 hours or more
2. Part-time, that is 1 to 35 hours.
3. Two or more part time jobs
4. A full time, and a part time job at the same time
5 WK5MORE:
9 Do you want to work more hours than
you are able to get?
0 No
1Yes

If WK5WRK =2

6 JB45NOW
0 What kind of job did you have in
~getVar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of
~getVar(W4YEAR)~?

If JB4NOW = NULL
There are 8 cases where W4flag = 0 and
EM4ployd = null and JB4NOW is NOT NULL
IF(GETVAR(JB4NOW)="")&IF(GETVAR(EM4PLOYD)>0)

JB4NOW2
Copy JB4now= JB45NOW

If JB4NOW = NULL

6 SA5MEJOB:
1 Do you have the same job now doing
~getRESP(JB4NOW) as you had in
~getVar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of
~getVar(YEARLASTINT)~?
0 No
1 Yes

If EM5PLOYD>0

6 JO5BENDM:
2 When did the job you had in
~getVar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of
~getVar(YEARLASTINT)~ end?
Month_______

If SA5MEJOB = 0
IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)=0)
&(GETVAR(EM4PLOYD)>0)
IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)=0)
&(GETRESP(EM5PLOYE2)>0)

6 JO5BENDY:
3 Year_________

IF(GETRESP(JO5BENDM)>0)

6 MO5REJBS:
4 Did you have any additional jobs since
~getVar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of
~getVar(W4YEAR)~?
0 No
1 Yes
6 MA5NYJOB:
IF(GETRESP(MO5REJBS)=1)
5 How many other jobs, have you had
IF((GETRESP(MO5REJBS)=0)
since ~getVar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of &(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)=0)) GOTO(WK5OTHR)
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~getVar(YEARLASTINT)~?
1-9
6 JO5B1TYPE
6 What type of job did you have?
Short answer

IF(GETRESP(MA5NYJBS)=1)&(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)=0)
If there is only one job to report and not currently employed

6 Jo5B1typcode
7 Would you code that as________?

IF(GETRESP(JO5B1TYPE)!NULL)

6 JB5TYPNW:
8 What kind of job do you have now?
R's own words, short answer. If
working more than one job
concurrently, current job is primary job
is job with most number of hours per
week.

If EM5PLOYD >0
IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)=0
& (GETRESP(MA5NYJBS)>1
GOTO (JO5BTYPE1)

6 JB5TYPCD:
9 JOBCODE

If EM5PLOYD >0

7 JO5BSTRTM:
0 When did \JB5TYPNW start?
Month_______

If EM5PLOYD(1-5) and SA5MEJOB(0)
IF(GETRESP(MA5NYJBS)=1)
&(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)=0)

7
JO5BSTRTY:
1
Year_________

If EM5PLOYD(1-5) and SA5MEJOB(0)
IF(GETRESP(MA5NYJBS)=1)
&(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)=0)

7 JO5BPERM:
2 Is this a permanent, temporary or
seasonal job?
1 Permanent
2 Temporary
3 Permanent job with temporary agency
5 Seasonal
5 DK

IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)=0)
&(GETRESP(MA5NYJBS)=1)
IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)>0)
II: A temporary job is when you know it will end within the year by the e

7 BE5NEF:
3 Which of the following benefits, if any,
do you get at your current job? I'm
going to read a list, please tell me yes
for each one you receive.
99. DK
0. No benefits
1. Sick leave
2. Paid vacation?
3. Medical insurance? (II :includes
dental if they have it)
4. Childcare?
5. Pay for education or time off to go

IF(GETRESP(MA5NYJBS)=1)
&(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)=0)
IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)>0)
SCRAMBLE SET 1-7
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to school?
6. Wage incentives such as bonuses,
stock options, or commissions?
7. Retirement plan? (II: Includes
501K)
8. Any Other?
7 BE5NEPAY:
4 Do you have to pay for part or all of
these benefits yourself, either directly
or through payroll deductions?
0.
No
1.
Yes
99
DK
7
5 PA5YRATE:
What is your rate of pay?

If BE5NEF >0
II: for example, is money taken out of your paycheck for (benefit mention

IF(GETRESP(MA5NYJBS)=1)
&(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)=0)
IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)>0)

7 CR5WGPER:
6 Check what unit of time the pay rate
refers to:
1.
Hour
2.
Day
3.
Week
4.
Two week
5.
Month
6.
Year
7
CR5WKHRS:
7
How many hours did you work last
week?
7 OV5ERTIM:
8 Do you work overtime at a different
rate of pay?
0. No
1. Yes

IF(GETRESP(MA5NYJBS)=1)
&(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)=0)
IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)>0)
II: mark appropriate increment, include tips, etc.

IF(GETRESP(MA5NYJBS)=1)
&(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)=0)
IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)>0)
IF(GETRESP(MA5NYJBS)=1)
&(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)=0)
IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)>0)

7 OV5ERATE:
9 How much do you make per hour for
overtime work?

If OV5ERTIM =1

8 OV5RHOUR:
0 How many hours of overtime did you
work last week?

If OV5ERTIM=1

8 WK5AVHRS:
1 For the past 12 months, what was the

If MA5NYJOB = 1
IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)>0)
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average number of hours you worked
per week?
1-99

&IF(GETRESP(MO5REJBS)=0)
*only worked one job.
II: Of weeks worked

8 CR5WKDYS:
2 How many days did you work last
week?
1-7
9. NA
8 WK5DAYS:
3 Is this the same number of days per
week you have averaged over the past
12 months?
0 No
1Yes

IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)>0)
&IF(GETRESP(MO5REJBS)=0)
II: Of weeks worked

8 AV5WKDYS:
4 What was the average number of days a week
you've worked over the past 12 months?

If WK5DAYS (0)

8 CR5VERFA:
IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)>0)
5 So last week, what was your total gross
Total earned, not take home. Use scratch pad to do figures from previou
pay ?
8 AV5WAG12:
6 Would you say this is about the same
you made every week you worked in
the past 12 months?
0 No
1 Yes
87

If MA5NYJOB = 1
IF(GETRESP(EM5PLOYD)>0)
&IF(GETRESP(MO5REJBS)=0)

WK5AVWG:
For the past 12 months, what was your average
gross weekly wage?
II: BEFORE deduction, gross pay.
0-9999.99

88

`JO5BTYPE1-9:
What type of job was the one you had before
that?
FLD

89

JO5BCOD1-9:
JOB CODE

90

JO5Bwks1-9:
How many weeks were you at that job?
1-999

91

DA5YsWK1-9:
How many days a week did you usually work?

IF(GETRESP(AV5WAG12)=0)

IF(GETRESP(MO5REJBS)=0 GOTO(WR5KOTOR)
*No more jobs to report.
Loop to enumerate each job in MA5NYJOB.
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1-7
92

HR5WKS1-9:
And how many hours a week did you usually
work?
1-168

93

HR5WAGE1-9
What was your rate of pay at that job?
0-999999.99

94

WK5PER1-9:
Do you get paid by the hour, day, week, or
month?
1 Hour
2 Day
3 Week
5 Month

95

96

97

WR5KOTOR:
Since ~getVar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of
~getVar(YEARLASTINT)~, have you worked
outside of Oregon?
0. No
1. Yes

IF(GETRESP(WK524MO>2)

OU5TORWK:
How many weeks did you work outside of
Oregon?
_____weeks

If WR5KOTOR = 1
If R gives months or years, calculate and enter weeks. C

WK5OTHR:
Do you occasionally perform services for money,
such as babysitting, housecleaning, car repair, or
cutting hair, or any other type of work for money,
that isn't part of your other employment and that
you haven't already mentioned?
0.
No
1.
Yes

98
WK5OTHRS:
On average how many hours monthly do you
perform this work?
99

II: mark appropriate unit.
END LOOP

If WK5OTHR =1
IF((GETRESP(WK524MO)>2)
&(GETRESP(WANTWORK)=0) GOTO(PRESTRAT)
IF(GETRESP(WK524MO)<3)&
(GETRESP(WANTWORK)=1) GOTO(JO5BGOAL)

WK5OTHWG:
On average how much money do you make each If WK5OTHR =1
month from this work?
WORK ENVIRONMENT
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Now I'd like to talk about the opportunities for
learning you may have at work. These questions
refer to your current job/ your primary job/your
most recent job .
JO5BACT:
I am going to read a list of activities people
sometimes do on the job. Please tell me yes if
you do that activity and then refer to this hand
card for how often you do it. At your current job
(or most recent job do you ever…
100

a) ever read policy and safety documents
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO5BACTX

101

JO5BXa:
How often do you…..
1 Every Day
2 A few times a week
3 Once a week
5 Less than once a week
5 Rarely

102

b) read or write work orders, schedules, forms
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO5BXb

103

c) read reports
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO5BXc

104

d) read or write email
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO5BXd

II: emphasize job-relatedness

e) find information on the internet
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO5BXe

II: emphasize job-relatedness

f) read a computer screen or enter information
into the computer
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO5BXf

II: emphasize job-relatedness

105

106

107

g) handle money, use cash register
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO5BXg

108

h) write directions for someone else
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO5BXh
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109

i) use or read training materials or manuals
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO5BXi

110

j) do math
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO5BXj

111

JL5ITX:
I: Think about adding up in minutes over the
whole day. Prompt with items that said they do
above
Think of a typical day at work and the activities
we have just talked about. How much time in
total do you spend reading, writing, and doing
math?
0-999 minutes
JO5BENV:
I am going to read some statements that might
describe your work day at your current or most
recent job. Please tell me if you
I: Give Agree/Disagree hand card to R and read
Scramble order of jb5env1-jb5env11
it, pointing to each item.
1.
Disagree strongly
2.
Disagree somewhat
3.
Neither agree or disagree
4.
Agree somewhat
5.
Agree Strongly

112

JB5ENV1:
I have/had many changes in activities during the
day

113

JB5ENV2:
I learn/learned something new on the job most
days

114

JB5ENV3:
Work is/was stimulating and interesting

115

JB5ENV4:
I often feel/felt mentally challenged by what I
have to do at work

116

JB5ENV5:
I feel/felt comfortable with my ability to do my
job

117

JB5ENV6:
My job is/was a stepping stone to other
opportunities
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JB5ENV7:
I plan to grow in my current/future work as a
career

119

JB5ENV8:
Other than making money, my job isn't/wasn't
very important to me.

120

JB5ENV9:
Someone at work encourages me to try new
things.

121

JB5ENV10:
Someone at work believes in my abilities.

122

JO5BLRN:
Now we are going to talk about any training you
might have received at work after the first few
weeks of the job.
In the last 12 months did you participate in any
II: This does not include initial learning
training or education, including courses,
the job type of training.
workshops, formal on-the-job training or
apprenticeships:
0.
No
1.
Yes

123

TR5NOPP:
I'm going to read a list of types of training, please
tell me yes or no for each.
Did this training or education include instruction
intended to:
1. Improve your English reading skills?
If JO5BLRN = 1
2. Improve your English writing skills?
IF(GETRESP(JO5BLRN)=0) GOTO(JB5RDSKL)
3. Improve your arithmetic or math skills?
SCRAMBLE TR5NOPPA thru TR5NOPPE
4. Improve your computer skills?
5. Help you communicate or work better
with co-workers?
6. Learn skills specific to your job?
7. Learn management or supervisor skills?
9. other

124

TR5AINUM:
How many training / educational courses did you
If JO5BLRN = 1
participate in during the last 12 months?
II: If continuous training, mark 9
NUM 1-9

125

WH5OPROV
Did your employer provide you with this
opportunity or did you arrange it for yourself?
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126

127

128

129

130

131

132

JO5BSAT:
How satisfied are you with your job. Today,
would you say you are...
1. very dissatisfied
2. somewhat dissatisfied
3. somewhat satisfied
4. very satisfied

If EM5PLOYD >0

JO5BADVC:
Are there any opportunities for promotion or a
raise beyond the cost of living at your present
job?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK

If EM5PLOYD >0

JO5BGOAL:
When we interviewed you last
~getVar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of
~getVar(YEARLASTINT)~ you said that, given II: May need to reword to fit inserted text.
IF JB4GOAL not null
the opportunity you would like to be a
IF(GETVAR(JB4GOAL)!="")
~getVar(JB4GOAL)~ Would you say you still
have the same goal or different goals? ?
1 same
2 different
JB5GLWHT:
What is your (new) goal?

IF JO5BGOAL =2 or
IF(GETVAR(JB4GOAL)=NULL)

JO5GOALM:
How important to you is achieving this? Would
you say:
1. Very important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not very important at this time
99. Not Applicable

*ALL.
II: References new work goal or objective.

JB5GLSTP:
I know that life can get very busy and other
things may have been a priority. But, since
~getVar(MONTHLASTINT)~ of
~getVar(YEARLASTINT)~, what steps, if any,
have you taken toward that goal?
Open ended

If JO5GOALM <3
II: This refers to the newest goal.

JO5GLOBS
What difficulties, if any, have you faced in
working towards your goal?

If JO5GOALM <3

PRESTRAT:
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Thank you. Now we would like to talk about your learning
experiences. Some of these questions are about classes you
may have taken and some are about learning that you may
have experienced at home or in other activities.
133

134

BO5OKED:
Have you set out to learn anything by reading a book,
magazine, or manual since \ MONTHLASTINT of
\YEARLASTINT?
0 NO SKIP TO CH5ANGR
1 Yes

*ALL.

BO5OKEDW:
What was it that you set out to learn most recently by
reading a book, magazines or manuals?

If BO5OKED =1

135

BO5OKEDType
book,
magazines o
manuals?

136

CH5ANGR
Compared to last \ MONTHLASTINT of \W4YEAR, have
you noticed any changes in your use of reading, in your
reading ability, in your reading interests, or your confidence
*All.
in reading?
0 No SKIP TO TU5TORED
1 Yes
2 DK

137

RE5ADBTR:
Do you think you read worse, the same or better now
compared to last \W4MONTH of \W4YEAR?
1. Worse
2. Same
3. Better
4. NA

If CH5ANGR >0

RE5ADMR:
Do you read less often, the same or more often now
compared to last \W4MONTH of \W4YEAR?
1. Less
2. Same
3. More
4. NA

If CH5ANGR >0

RE5DKIND:
Do you read the same or different kinds of things now?
0.
same
1.
different

If CH5ANGR >0

138

139
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2.
140

141

DK

RE5ADY:
Why do you think your reading has changed?
0.
because of classes I took
1.
self-study or practice
2.
more/less use at work
3.
more/less use at home
4.
other

If CH5ANGR >0
II: Mark one best answer.

TU5TORED
Since \MONTH of \W4YEAR, have you set out to learn
something with a tutor or with a friend or family member?
0 No SKIP TO CH5NGM
1 Yes

*All.

142

TU5TREDX:
If TU5TORED =1
Since MONTH of \W4YEAR, how many times have you set
II: Number of topics, not number of sessions
out to learn something with a friend or family member?

143

TU5TRWT:
What was it that you set out to learn most recently with
someone?

If TU5TORED =1

144

CH5NGM
Compared to \MONTH of \W4YEAR, have you noticed any
changes in your use of math, in your math ability, in your
*All.
math interests, or your confidence in doing math?
0 NO SKIP TO VO5CED
1 Yes
2 DK/ Not sure

145

MA5THBTR:
Compared to last \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR, do you think
you do math better, worse or about the same?
1. Worse
2. Same
3. Better
4. NA

If CH5NGM > 0

MA5THMR:
How often do you do math now compared to last MONTH
of \W4YEAR, less, the same or more?
1. Less
2. Same
3. More
4. NA

If CH5NGM > 0

146

147

MA5THKIN:
Would you say you do the same kinds of math or different If CH5NGM > 0
kinds of math now compared to last MONTH of \W4YEAR?
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0.
1.
2.
148

same
different
DK

MA5THY:
Why do you think your math has changed?
1.
because of classes I took
2.
self-study or practice
3.
more/less use at work
4.
more/less use at home
5.
other

If CH5NGM > 0
II: Mark one best answer..

VO5CED:
Have you taken any classes to learn job skills (such as
computer classes, mechanics or cosmetology) since
\W3MONTH of \W3YEAR?
0 No SKIPTO CH5NGW
1 Yes

*All.
I: PROBE - we mean different courses, not c

VO5CEDX:
How many courses have you taken?
0-99

If VO5CED = 1

151

VO5CEDWT
What was the most recent course you took?

If VO5CED = 1

152

CRVOCDIP: During the past 12 months, were you enrolled
NHES
in a program to earn a vocational or technical diploma?

153

VOCTYPE
In what type of vocational or technical diploma were you
enrolled?
vocational diploma
technical diploma
associates degree
other diploma or certificate

154

Vocother
Specify what other degree or certificate

155

VOCMAJOR
What was the major subject or field of study of your
program?

156

VOCschool
What is the name of the school that offers the program?

157

Vocurr
Are you currently enrolled in that program, have you
completed the program or did you stop without completing
it?

158

VOCWHY

149

150
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Did you take the voc/tech program in
~(GetResp(VOCMAJOR)~ for any of the following
reasons? I am going to read a list, just tell me yes for each
one that is true for you.
1.to get a or keep a state or industry certificate or license
2.to help you change your job or career field
3.to receive a promotion or a pay raise
4.because your employer required or recommended that
you take it
5.to learn completely new skills or knowledge
6.to maintain or improve skills or knowledge that you
already had
7.any other reason?
159

Vocreason
specify why

160

VOCINTNET
Did you take any courses in the voc/tech program over the
internet or world wide web in the past 12 months?

161

VOIMPSK
As a result of participating the the voc/tech program, have
you...
1. Improved skills and knowledge you already had
2. Learned entirely new skills
3. Increased your employability in the labor market
4. Improved your ability to advance in your career
5. gotten a new job or position, changed your career
6. made more money
7. other

162

CH5NGW
Compared to \MONTH of \W4YEAR, have you noticed any
changes in your use of writing, in your writing ability, your
*All.
writing interest, or your confidence in writing?
II: This includes handwriting, typing, keyboa
0 No
1 Yes
2. DK/Not sure

163

WR5TBTR:
Do you think you write better, about the same, or worse now
compared to last \MONTH of \W4YEAR?
IF CH5NGW >0
1. Worse
2. Same
3. Better
4. NA

164

WR5TMR:
How often do you write now compared to last MONTH of
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\W4YEAR?
1. Less
2. Same
3. More
4. NA
165

166

167

WR5TKIND:
Do you write different kinds of things or the same kinds of
things now compared to last \MONTH of \W4YEAR?
1. Same
2. Different
99. DK

IF CH5NGW >0

WR5ITY:
Why do you think your writing has changed?
1. because of classes I took
2. self-study or practice
3. more/less use at work
4. more/less use at home
5. other

If CH5NGM > 0
II: Mark one best answer.

WR5ITO:
Specify

If WR5ITY =5

INTROGED:
Now we are going to talk about the GED and high school
completion programs.
168

HS5DGED:
Have you received a high school diploma , GED or high
school equivalency since \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR ?
0 No
1 Yes
HSDGED5 setRp(hsdged5) = 1

**All.
IF HSDGED4 = 1 GOTO GE5DCHNG

If HSDGED4 = 0 IF(GETVAR(HSDGED4)

If hsdged4 = 1 or hs5dged = 1

1 WH5NGEDM:
6 When did you get your (diploma) certificate?
9 Month

If HS5DGED = 1

1
WH5NGEDY:
7
Year
0

If HS5DGED = 1

GE5DCHNG: I: Give R AGREE/DISAGREE hand card and
read it to them, pointing out the items.
I am going to read a list of statements. Please use this
handcard to tell me if you Agree or Disagree with each
statement.
Getting your GED/Degree has…
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1 GE5DCHG 1:
7 Changed the way you see or feel about yourself
1
1.
Disagree Strongly
2.
Disagree Somewhat
3.
Neither agree nor disagree
4.
Agree Somewhat
5.
Agree Strongly
1
GE5DCHG2:
7
Changed the way other people see or feel about you.
2
1
GE5DCHG 3:
7
Given you more control or direction over your life
3
1 GE5DCHG 4:
7 Improved your skills in a certain area or given you a better
4 understanding of certain subjects
1
GE5DCHG 5:
7
Helped you explore or prepare for a new job or career
5
1 GE5DCHG 6:
7 Helped you get a promotion
6

IF WE5KSNOT <100

1 GE5DCHG7:
7 Helped you increase your income
7

IF WE5KSNOT <100

1
IF(GETRESP(HH5depchild)=1)
GE5DCHG8:
7
Improved your ability to help children with their school work
8
1 GE5DTEST:
7 Have you taken any of the GED tests the last time we
9 interviewed you?
0 NO SKIP TO PR5EGED
1 YES
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1
8 GE5DOR:
0 Was that in Oregon?
1. No
1. YES
GE5DTAK:
Which ones did you take?
II: Mark all that apply.
1 1 Language arts
8 2 Math
1 3 Science
5 Social Studies
5 Writing

If GE5DTEST = 1

GE5DPASS1-5:.
Which ones did you pass?
II: Mark all that apply
1 Language arts
2 Math
1 3 Science
8 5 Social Studies
2 5 Writing
6 DK
1 GE5DPREP
8 How did you prepare for the tests:
3 Didn't prepare, just took test, Self-study, Class, Tutoring?
0.
Didn't prepare
1.
Self-study
2.
Class
3.
Tutor
4.
Other

If GE5DTEST = 1
II: Mark all that apply

1
GE5dGOAL
8
Do you think you will ever get a GED?
4

If (getresp(HSDGED5)=0)

1
GE5DIMP
8
How important is this goal for you now, would you say:
5
1
GE5DWHY
8
Why?
6
PR5EGED:
Now we want to go over any adult education classes you may
have taken since last time we interviewed you.
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1 GE5DCRNT:
8 Are you currently in a class or program to improve your
7 reading, writing or math skills (or prepare for the GED tests)? II: If have GED, omit (or prepare for the GED tes
0 NO
1 YES
1 GE5DEFPROG
8 What kind of class or program are you in? For example,
8 1. are you taking classes at a community college?
2. Being tutored individually?
3. Going to a drop in learning center?
4. In a full time program such as STEPS or JOB CORPS?
5. Guided home study program
6. Other

If GE5DCRNT = 0 SKIP TO GE5D12MO
II: Read all, mark all that apply. This is referring

1 GE5DWKSC:
8 How many weeks have you gone to the class or program you II: If less than 1week, mark 1.
9 are currently in?
1 GE5DHRSC:
9 How many hours do you go to that class or program each
0 week?

II: Probe to be sure it is total hours per week, not

1 GE5D12MO:
9 (In addition to the current one) have you taken any courses to
1 prepare for a GED or improve your reading, writing or math
II: during the preceeding12 months. If not current
skills between \W4MONTH of \year6 and now?
0 No SKIPTO GE5DNUM
1 Yes
1 GE5DMANY:
9 (In addition to the current one), how many different courses
2 did you take?
NUM 1-9

If GE5D12MO=1
II: If not currently in a class omit (text). Probe to

GE5DNUM:
Calculate GE5DNUM= GE5DCRNT+GE5DMANY. If
GE5DCRNT = 0 and GE5D12MO = 0 GE5DNUM=0.
If GE5DNUM=0 goto PREGEDY5

1 GE5DCHEK:
9 So that is \GE5DNUM course(s) (including the one you are
3 currently in) that you have participated in since W5MONTH If Ge5dnum>0
of \YEAR5?
If not currently enrolled omit (including the one yo
0 No - incorrect number SKIPTO GE5DMANY
1 Yes - correct number
If GE5DCHEK=1 and GE5DCRNT=1 GOTO PREGEDY6
1 GE5DWKS:
9 How many weeks did you go to the most recent course or
4 program?
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1 GE5DHRS:
9 How many hours did you go to that course or program each
5 week?
If (GE5DNUM =2 and GE5DCRNT = 1) GOTO
PREGEDY6

IF(GETRESP(GE5DMANY)>0)

START Loop for each class attended. Number at e

1 GE5DWKS1-3:
9 Since \W4MONTH of \YEAR6, how many weeks did you go If GE5DNUM >2 Loop thru GEDNUM3
6 to the course or program before that one?
1 GE5DHRS1-3:
9 How many hours did you go to that class or program each
7 week?

II: Multiply days of class times hours per day.
END LOOP

PREGEDY6:
Now we want to refer to the 12 months between \W4month
of \w4year when we last interviewed you and \W4month of
\YEAR6.
1 GEDW4WKS:
9 When we interviewed you in \W4month of \w4year, you
8 were attending a class or program to improve your reading,
writing or math skills (or prepare for the GED tests). How
many weeks total did you attend that class?

IF GE4DCRNT = 1

1
GEDW4HRS:
9
How many hours did you attend that class per week ?
9

IF GE5DCRNT = 1

2 GE5DY6:
0 Did you attend any (other) classes or programs to improve
0 your reading, writing or math skills or prepare for the GED
tests between \W4month of \w4year, when we last
interviewed you and \W4month of \YEAR6?
0 No GOTO PR5EHLPG
1 Yes

II: Include (other) if W3 class asked.

2 GE5DY6MY:
0 How many classes did you take that year between \w4year
1 and \W4month of \YEAR6?

If (GetResp(GE5DY6) =0) GOTO GE5D24MY

2
GEDY6WK1-3: How many weeks did you go to the (most
0
recent) course or program?
2

Loop thru Ge5DY6MY

2 GEDY6HRS1-3:
0 How many hours did you go to the (most recent) course or
3 program?

End loop
THIS Q ASKED FOR TOTAL HOURS RATHER
THE DATA ARE INCONSISTENT AND CANN

2 GE5D24MY: Total classes taken since last interview should
If (gedResp(GE5DNUM)=0) & (getResp(Ge5DY6
0 be ~ eval (GE5DNUM + Ge5DY6MY)~. Enter correct
4 number
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PR5EHELP:
The next questions are about changes you may have noticed
as a result of taking classes to improve your reading, writing
or math skills or prepare for a GED.
2 GE5DHELP:
0 To what extent did these classes help improve your skills?
5 Would you say a lot, some, a little, none?
1.
None
2.
A little
3.
Some
4.
A lot
?
2
0
6

CH5GDAY:
How much has taking classes in the last two years influenced
you to:
CH5GDAY1:
Make new friends or acquaintances?
1. None
2
2. A little
0
3. Some
7
4. A lot
SCRAMBLE THIS SET
CH5GDAY2:
CH5GDAY6 not asked if no dependant child
2
Make other relationship changes?
0
CH5GDAY3:
8
Make lifestyle changes such as diet/exercise
CH5GDAY5:
2
Do new activities?
0
CH5GDAY5:
9
Feel more confident or feel better about yourself?
CH5GDAY6:
2
Change how you work with your children?
1
0
2
1
1
2 ST5OPED:
1 Have you stopped going to a class since \W4MONTH of
2 \W4YEAR?
0 NO
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1 YES
2 YS5TPABE:
1 Why did you stop attending the last program you were in?
3 10 Any school reason
12 transferred to another program
13 continued on own
15 Problem with teacher/tutor
15 Conflict with other students
16 Not learning enough or fast enough
17 Met goals or GOT A GED
20 Any work reason
21 Work schedule conflict
22 Got a job
30 Any family reason
31 Family responsibilities/childcare
32 No support at home for attending school
40 Any other reason
41 Health reasons
42 Transportation problems
43 Moved
45 De-institutionalized

If ST5OPED = 1
II: Do not read, code main answers. If answer “te
For "other" categories, If not health, transportatio

2 SH5ORTATTEMPT:
1 You told us before that you went to a class in ~
4 ATTEMPTYEAR ~ but didn’t stay very long. Do you
remember that experience?
0 No
1 Yes
2 TELLMORE:
1 Please tell me a little more about what happened that you
5 chose not to continue in that class or attempt another one.
Probes: logistical problems? Class not at right level – too
hard, too easy?

If sh5ortattempt =1

2 YEARSB4
1 The very first time we interviewed you, you said you
6 participated in a course to improve your reading, writing or
math skills or to prepare for the GED before you were
involved in this research study. Do you remember the first
time you participated in a program after leaving school? To
help you remember, you were ~getvar(ageleft)~ when you
left school and ~getvar(agew1)~ when we first interviewed
you.How much time passed from when you left school and
when you started that course?
2 MOYR
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1 Indicate months or years
7
2 JAIL:
1 Sometimes people get educational opportunities when they
8 are incarcerated. Since leaving school, have you ever spend
more than two months in jail or prison?
0 No
1 Yes
99 Refused
2 JAILEDUC:
1 Did you participate in any educational programs while
9 incarcerated?
0 No
1 Yes
99 Refused

If JAIL = 1

2 JAILEDKIND:
2 What kind of program was that?
0
1) basic skills or GED
2) recovery/anger, etc.
3) parenting
4) other

JAILEDUC =1

2
JAILEDHELP:
2
In what ways did this program help or not help you?
1
IN5TROSE:
In the next questions, we want to know what kind of learning
you may have done on your own to improve your reading,
writing or math skills or to prepare for a GED.
2 SE5LFED:
2 Since the last time we interviewed you have you studied or
2 practiced on your own with the intention to improve your
reading, writing, or math skills or prepare for the GED?
0 No
1 Yes

II: Include English language skills if that comes up

2 SE5LFWRK:
2 Was that practicing or studying that you did on your own or
3 work that a teacher assigned or both?
1 Teacher assigned
2 On Own
3 Both
2 BT5HMUCH:
2 How much of the work you did was assigned by the teacher, If SE5LFWRK=3
4 would you say only a little, about half, or most of it.
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1 Only a little
2 About half
3 Most of it
2 HM5EWORK:
2 Was that...
5 1. Studying on your own to prepare for the GED?
2. Studying on your own to improve your reading, writing
or math skills?
3. Both GED preparation and Skill improvement?
2 S5LFGED:
2 To prepare for the GED, what topics were you studying?
6 1 Language arts (English)
2 Writing
3 Math
4 Science
5 Social studies
6 Other

If HM5EWORK(1,3)
II: Read all, mark all that apply.

2 SELFABE:
2 To improve your reading, writing or math skills, what did
7 you practice? I have a list, tell me yes or no for each item.
01 Vocabulary or spelling
02 Punctuation and grammar
03 Writing for business or school
04Creative writing
05 Reading comprehension
06 Reading speed
07 Adding, subtracting, multiplying or dividing
08 decimals or fractions
09 Algebra or geometry
10 Advanced math
11 Other

If HM5EWORK(2,3)
II: Read all, mark all that apply.
Derive selfabe count syntax

2 S5LFMATS:
2 What are some of the ways you have been studying on your
8 own? I am going to read a list, tell me yes if you use that one.
1 Using GED workbooks
If SE5LFED(1)
2 Using books to improve vocabulary, spelling or writing
SCRAMBLE THIS SET
3 Use math work books
4 Watching educational TV shows or videos
II: Read all, mark all that apply.
5 Using audio tapes (cassettes)
6 Using computer, internet or CD ROMs
7 reading books interesting to you
8 Other
2 URLS
2 What is the name of the computer program, CD or web site
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9 that you use?
2
3 SE5LFSOURCE:
0 Where did you get ~getresp(S5LFMATS)~?
SE4LFASSESS:
2 How did you decide what materials to use?
3
1
2 HO5WMANY:
3 Since \:W4MONTH: of \:W4year have there been different
2 periods of time when you were more focused on skill
development than usual?
How many periods of time would you say there were?
0-99

II: Enter 0 for no, meaning continuous. 1 means o

2 SE5LFOFT:
3 Thinking about the most recent period), how much time per
II: Omit (Thinking... )if continuous or one period.
3 week did you spend studying with the intention of developing
your reading, writing or math skills?
2 SE5LFWK:
3 How many weeks did that period last?
4 0-999

If HO5WMANY >1

2 SE5LFEX:
3 The last time you studied on your own, what prompted you to
5 study then or kept you from studying at other times?
236

SELFB4
I
The very first time we interviewed you, you said you studied on your own to improve your reading, writing
or math skills or to prepare for the GED before you were involved in this research study. Do you remember
the first time you participated in a program after leaving school? To help you remember, you were
~getvar(ageleft)~ when you left school and ~getvar(agew1)~ when we first interviewed you.How much
time passed from when you left school and when you started to study on your own?
N
237

SELFB4MOYR
indicate months or years referenced previously

238

LEARNERWEB:
If there was a free service available through the internet to guide your efforts to improve your basic skills,
prepare for the GED, or prepare for college
and hook you up with resources like web sites, tutors, homework helpers or adult education programs,
how likely would you try it out?
0 not likely at all
1 maybe
2 probably
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3 very likely
239

WHYNOTLW?
Please tell me more about why you (don’t) think you would use that tool.
PREPSE:
Now we want to talk
about any experience
you might have going
to college.

240

PS5ECRNT:
Not including courses to improve
your reading, writing or math
skills or any vocational education
*ALL
classes you may have taken,
Have you taken any college
II: We are not talking about ABE classes. Probe: not including cou
classes since w4month of w4
year?
0. No skip to PS5E2YER
1. Yes

241

MA5TRICUL:
Since we last interviewed you, are you enrolled in or have you been accepted into a program for a degr
0. No
1. accepted, not started
2. currently enrolled
3. not currently enrolled, but have been since last interview

242

PS5EINTEND:
Do you intend to re-enroll in that program?
0 No
1 Yes

243

PS5EMANY:
About how many college credits have you earned (including classes you are currently taking) since W4
NUM 1-999

244

DE5GCREDT
How many of those credits are toward your degree or certificate?

245

DE5GREE
What certificate or degree will you have when you finish?
BA
AA
CERTificate
Post bach cert.

246

Ma5jor
What is your major or what kind of certificate?

247

PS5ESCHOOL
What is the name of the school that offers your program?
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248

TI5MENRLL
Did /Are/Will you going to school full time or part time?
1 Full time
2 Part time

249

WH5ENGRADYR
When do you plan on completing your degree or certificate?
____Year
DK

250

FI5NAID
Did/ Are/ Will you get financial aid?
0 No
1 yes

251

DE5VELED:
Have you taken remedial or developmental courses?
0 No
1 Yes

252

DE5VEDWHAT:
Which skills were you studying to improve?
1) Reading
2) Math
3) Writing
4) Study skills

253

DE5VEDESL:
Was this to improve your English language skills?
0 No
1 yes

254

DEGREEFOLLOWUP:
Last time we interviewed you, you said you were working toward a DEGREE. How are you doing wit
1) making progress toward same goal
2) met goal – got degree or certificate
3) stopped working toward that degree

255
DROPPEDPSE:
Please tell me about what happened that made you decide to stop working toward that degree.
256

GOBACKTOPSE:
How likely is it that you would to go back and finish that work?
1. Very unlikely
2. Somewhat unlikely
3. Somewhat likely
4. Very likely
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257

PS5ENEWGOAL:
Do you have a different goal now?
0 No
1 Yes

258

PS5EWHATGOAL:
What is that goal?

259

PS5EGOAL:
How important to you is this goal of more education, would you say
1. Not important at this time
2. Somewhat important
3. Very important
HO5ME:
Now we are going to talk more about learning at home. People do a
*All.
lot of things at home that we don't usually think of as education, but
which help us learn and practice our skills.

260a
261a
262a
263a
264a
265a
266a
267a
268a
269a
270a
271a

PR5EHLIT:
I am going to read a list of activities that some people do as part of
their personal or household business at home. If you do the activity
please tell often you using this chart.
HL5ITPR$a:
Do you ever _____?
0. No’Next item
1. Yes (GO TO HL5ITX)
a. Read directions or instructions for medicines, recipes, or other
products
b. read or do math for bank accounts, credit cards.
*All.
c. Use an ATM
d. read street maps
e. read entertainment schedules or TV guides
f. read the news section of the newspaper
g. Read fiction (stories, novels)
h. Read non-fiction (eg: history, religious, science, self help)
i. Read magazines or comic books
j. Write in a diary or write stories or poems
k. Write notes, letters or email at home
l. Read manuals or reference books, including catalogs or parts
lists
m. Do math at home

272a
260b
261b
262b
263b

HL5TX$a:
How often do you do __________?
1 Every Day
2 A few times a week
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264b
265b
266b
267b
268b
269b
270b
271b
272b

3 Once a week
5 Less than once a week
5 Rarely
GO TO HL5ITPR$a for loop

273 ?

HM5LIT1:
On your days off, how much time in a day do you usually spend at
home reading, writing or doing math?
0-999

If EM5LOYED > 0
II: Remind R of activities they sai

HM5LIT2:
On work days, how much time in a day do you usually spend
reading, writing or doing math in your personal life?
0-999

If EM5LOYED > 0
II: Record time in minutes.

HM5LIT:
How much time in a day do you usually spend at home reading,
writing or doing math?
0-999

If EM5LOYED =0
II: Remind R of activities they sai

274 ?

275 ?

IN5TROCMP:
Now we would like to talk about your use of computers.
276

CM5NWUSR:
Since \W4MONTH of \W4YEAR have you used a computer?
0 No go to CM5PSKIL
1 Yes

277

CO5MPACS:
Do you have a computer at home?
0 No
1 Yes

278

CO5MPHOM
Do you use that computer?
0 No
1 Yes GOTO \ INETHOME

279

CO5MPANYWHERE:
Do you use a computer anywhere else?
0 No
1 Yes

280

CO5MPWHERE:
Where?
1) work
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2)
3)
4)
5)
281

282

friend or families home
library
other public access lab
other

IN5ETHOME:
Can you connect to the internet from home?
0. No
1. Yes- modem (dial up)
2. Yes- high speed (dsl or cable)
3. Yes - DK what kind

If CO5MPACS =1
II: Probe for access type

IN5ETOTHER:
Can you connect to the internet from where you use a computer?
0 No
1. Yes- modem (dial up)
2. Yes- high speed (dsl or cable)
3. Yes - DK what kind

If CO5MPANYWHERE =1
II: Probe for access type

283

CO5MPMCH:
How much do you use the computer now compared to when we interviewed you two years ago?
1.
Less
2.
Same
3.
More
4.
DK

284

CO5MPDIF
Why do you use a computer ~getVar(CO4MPMCH)~?

PRECPACT:
Now we are going to talk about some activities you might do on the computer. I would like you to tell m
typical month using this guide.
5 every day
3 A few times a week
2 Once a week
1 less than once a week
0 Never
285

CO5MPWPW: Write using a word processing program?
5 Every day
3 A few times a week
2 Once a week
1 Less than once a week
0 Never

286

CO5MPXLW: In a typical month, how often do you use a spreadsheet program or a financial program su
checkbook, money management, or a tax program?
CO5MPNET: In a typical month how often do you find information on the Internet?
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287

5
3
2
1
0

Every day
A few times a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

288

IN5TNETACT
I am going to read a list of how you might use the internet. Please tell me yes for each one that applies to
1. Electronic mail (email)
2. Shopping (including browsing for products or services but not necessarily buying)
3. Banking
4. Formal education or training or school work or research for school (part of a formal learning acti
program of studies- distance learning)
5. Read about news and current events
6. Search for employment opportunities (job hunting)
7. Search for health related information
8. Search for government information
9. researching personal interests
10. using the library

289

CO5MPHRS:
In a typical week, how many hours do you usually use a computer?
0 to 999

290

IN5THRS:
How many of those hours are spent on the internet?
0 to 999

291

SN5COMPR: When you have computer related problems with hardware or software that you can't solve
solve them?
1 Get help from a friend or family member
2 Get help from a computer professional
3 Call the manufacturer or customer service
4 research how to fix it yourself
5 other
99 DK

292

CM5PHELP:
Since \W4MONTH of \W4YEAR, have you taught anyone else any computer skills?
0 No
1 Yes

293

CM5PDEVI:
Since then have you used a new computer device that you hadn't used before, such as a new computer pr
hardware?
0 No
1 Yes

294

CM5PSKIL:
Do you think your computer skills limit your job opportunities - for example, to get a promotion or a (dif
like to have?
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0 A computer isn't needed in the type of work I do
1 No - I have the skills I need
2 Yes
3 DK
295

CM5PGOAL:
How important to you is it to develop computer skills?
1.
Not important at this time
2.
Somewhat important
3.
Very important
If HH5depchild = 0 GO TO HOUSEHOLD
PR5ECHLD:
Now I'd like to talk about activities you may do with or for the child(ren) in your home.

296

PA5RCLASS:
During the past year, have you participated in any parenting groups or classes?
0 No
1 Yes

297

CM5PCHILD:
During the past month, have you used a computer with a child?
0 No
1 Yes

298

CM5PCHLDX:
About how often?
1. Daily
2. A few times a week
3. A few times a month

299

LI5BCHILD:
In the past month, have you taken a child to the library?
0 No
1 Yes

300

LI5BCHLDX:
About how many times?
0-999

301

CH5LDRED:
I know that there may be different demands on your time from week to week, and that the child(ren) in y
different needs. But considering just last week, did you have a chance to read to or with the child(ren) in
0 No
1 Yes
2 Refused

302

CH5LDRDX:
How many times last week? Would you say…
1. 1or 2 times
2. 3 or more

303 ?

SC5HTALK:
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II: If not during school year say “During a typical month in the school year, how…”
During the past month, how often did you talk to your school-age child (children, etc.) about things they
4 Every day
3 A few times a week
2 Once a week
1 Less than once a week
0 Never
99
NA
304

CH5LDWRK:
Thinking about most weeks during the school year, do you usually help any of the children in your home
0 No
1 Yes
2 Home schooling
99 NA

305

CH5LDWKX:
How many times in a usual school week?
1 1 or 2 times
2 3 or more times

3
0
6 PP5LNUM:
Think about the people you have contact with at least once a month, by visiting each other for a chat or doing som
together like going to a restaurant or a movie. How many people is that?
II: Have R name specific people and then tell you the number of people. Enter that number. Can include family.
3 PP5LHS:
0 About how many of these people got a high school diploma or GED?
7
3 PP5LCLGE
0 And of those ~(getResp(PP5LHS)~ how many went to college?
8

3 PP5LDNSE
0 Again, thinking of these ~(getResp(PP5LHS)~ people that you socialize with, how many of them would know ot
9 group if they didn't know you?
II: Read responses. Probe: Do these people know each other from work or church or someplace else other than t
you?
1 None
2 A few
3 About half
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4 Most of them

3 PP5LFAM
1 How many of these people are family?
0
(Mark all that apply)
3 GE5TAHEAD:
1 When the people you spend time with and work with talk about ways to
1 get ahead economically, what ways do they mention?
1 Don't talk about it
2 Working harder/overtime
3 Getting a better job
4 Going back to school
5 Being own boss
6 Marrying rich person
7 Investing
8 Gambling or lottery
9 Other
3
1 VOTE2004: Do you plan to/ did you vote in the 2004 presidential election?
2
313

CI5VICPART
(Mark all that apply)
Do you participate in any of the following:
1. religious activities beyond attending services?
2. social or sports groups?
3. neighborhood activities?
4. Volunteering
0

314

none

HOUSEHOLD
In studies like this, households are sometimes grouped according to income. Some
households have more than one family living together. For these questions, consider as
family anyone who lives in this household and who is related to you by blood, marriage,
adoption or is a partner with whom you share expenses.

*All.
If AL5ONE =

315

HH5NUMIN:
How many people is that?

II: Include onl

316

EL5SEFT:
Including yourself, how many people in your family are employed or work for pay or wages
full-time (35 hours or more)?
0. None
1. 1
2. 2
3. 3+
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317

EL5SEPT:
Including yourself, how many people in your family are employed or work for pay or wages
part-time (1 to 35 hours)?
0. None
1. 1
2. 2
3. 3+

318

TY5PEINCA:
In studies like this, households are sometimes grouped according to income. Did you receive If AL5ONE =
any of the following during the past 12 months:
TY5PEINCB:
Did you or anyone in your family receive any of the following during the past 12 months:

319

320

321

TY5PEINC:
I am going to read a list. Tell me yes for each one you get:
1. Social Security, retirement or disability payments
2. Temporary Aid to Needy Families (cash assistance, welfare)
3. Food or housing support (Food stamps, WIC, Section 8 housing)
4. Interest or dividends from savings or investment
5. Income from other sources, such as Veteran Administration payments, child support,
alimony or rent from tenant.
6. Unemployment compensation
7. Oregon Trail
8. Oregon Health Plan or medicaide
9. None
FA5MINCM:
As best as you can determine, what was your total (family) income in the past 12 months.
Please include income from all sources (for all family members), such as salaries or other
earnings, interest, rent from non-family members, and support from government programs.
Was it…
1 Less than $5,000? (SKIP IN5COMA)
2 Over $,5000 but less than $20,000? (SKIP IN5COMB)
3 Over 20,000 but less than 30,000 (SKIP IN5COMC)
5 Over 30,000 but less than 50,000? (SKIP IN5COMD)
5 Over $50,000 (SKIP IN5COME)
6 DK (GOTO If LD )
7 REF (GOTO If LD )
IN5COMA:
INTERVIEWER: read "over1000 but less than 3000"
7 None
8 Less than $1000
9 1000 to 2,999
10 3000 to 5,999
IN5COMB:
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II: Read and m

II: Read categ

322

7. 5,000 to 7,599
8. 7500 to 9999
9. 10,000-15999
10. 15000-19999

323

IN5COMC:
15. 20,000-25,999
16. 25,000-29,999

324

IN5COMD:
17. 30,000-35,999
18. 35,000-39,999

325

IN5COME:
19. 50,000 - 59,999
20. 50,000 - 59,999
21. 60,000 or over

326

HH5INCME:
Approximately, what was your total household income for the last 12 months?
NUM 0 - 999999
REF
DK

327

VE5RFYIN:
So that ~getresp(hh5incme)~ supported ~getResp(HH5NUMIN)~ last year?
0 No
1 Yes
99 Ref

328

CO5RRINCM:
Explain

If VE5RFYIN

ENDW5:
That is the end of the questionnaire part of our meeting. Thanks for all the work you put into answering our
questions. Next we have a skills test that may take up to 40 minutes. Would you like to take a break now?
329

PH4NEFTF: Was this interview conducted by phone or face to face?

330

DI5SRUPT:
Describe any disruptions or problems that may have influenced the
quality of the data:

331

HO5MEOBJ:
Were the objects in their home and the home environment consistent
with the responses given in the interview?
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332

IN5TOX: Do you have any reason to suspect that R was medicated or under the
influence of drugs or alcohol or cognitively impaired in any other
way? Describe.

333

CU5LT: Describe any language or cultural difficulties in understanding the
questions or answers as far as you could tell

334

TE5STINT: while taking the tests?

335

TE5STANX:
Did R appear to have any stress or anxiety about taking the test?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK }

336

TE5STRED:
Did R appear to have difficulty reading?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK

337

TE5STSER: Did R appear to take the exam seriously?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK

338

NO5TES: Is there anything you observed or were told that is not captured
in the data that may be important information for the study or
that will assist the next person interviewing?
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